Assignment on the 20s and 30s PowerPoint
They are to get into the groups that they were in on Thursday and add the following things to their
PowerPoints they created. This part of the PowerPoint is worth 5 more extra points. PowerPoint
problems from Thurday can be corrected. Finished PowerPoint can be added to Angel with ‐ title ‐
Monday PowerPoint and group and class names.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

List the three presidents of the Twenties – list three common goals
Picture of President Hoover and Roosevelt
Ten point bio of each president
Campaign motto with each president
Four pieces of legislation that was passed during their administration
The philosophy of each president as they tried to deal with the Depression
Criticism of each president’s approach
List four important actions of Eleanor Roosevelt
Chart on the major pieces of legislation of the New Deal ( at least 10 laws)
List four laws still in effect from the new Deal
List four laws that were declared unconstitutional from the New Deal
List four critics of Roosevelt and what they proposed to change the New Deal
Define the following terms – Brain Trust, Black Cabinet, the first 100 Days, Fire Side Chats,
Buying on Margin, Black Tuesday, Bull Market, Packing the Court, and Francis Perkins
14. List four agreements America signed with foreign nations to insure American neutrality during
the 20s and 30s
Assignment from Thursday
Review Exercise on the 20s and 30s

Create a workable PowerPoint. It must contain the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Four reasons for the Depression
Two charts or graphs to support this concept
Four pictures that depict the conditions of the Depression
Select two songs that reflect the Depression Era and attach to the PowerPoint
Select four statistical facts to support the conditions of the Depression Era
Use descriptive phrases or examples of the following aspects of the Depression: rural life, city
life, problems of the rich, problems of the middle class, African American conditions, poor
conditions, deserving poor, types of help offered, eating tight, evictions, starvation conditions,
survival tactics, dust bowl, and Hoover policies
Turn in a workable Powerpoint to the instructor by flash drive, e‐mail, or Angel. Extras and welcome!

